Allen Shields and Carl Pearcy [1] raised this problem: Let xx, ..., xn be positive real numbers. Must there exist a subset D C {1,2,... ,77} such that 2,ED 'A, < n, while for any interval I = [j,j + 1,...,/ + k) C {1,2,... ,77} disjoint from D, one has 2,e/ *,-< 1 ?
More informally, one wishes to delete entries from the list xx, ..., xn to ensure that no block of (originally) consecutive entries remaining has sum as large as 1. If the cost of deleting x¡ is l/x¡, then Shields and Pearcy suggest that the total cost need not exceed 71.
To suitably load the induction, it seems necessary to prove a bit more. To each list xx, ..., xn associate a cost function C: (0,1] -* R defined by C(t) = min 2 7, D ¡ED xi where D ranges over those subsets of {1,2,... ,71} for which each interval / disjoint from D satisfies 2/e/ x¡ < 1 as before, and if n E I we strengthen the requirement to 2,-e/ x¡ < /. Thus C(t) is the cost of deleting entries to ensure that no block of consecutive entries remaining has sum as large as 1, and (if xn is not deleted) the last block has sum smaller than t. (I am here compelled to express my indebtedness to H. C. Enos, who is responsible for the introduction of the term "cost function" into pure mathematics in this connection.) C(t) is a decreasing step function, and Shields and Pearcy want: C(l) < 77.
I claim more is true: f0 C(t)dt < 77. With the usual conventions on empty sums, this is clear when n = 0 (or the reader may adapt the inductive step to the case 73 = 1). Thus it suffices to prove that if C(t) is the cost function for S. H. SCHANUEL the sequence x,, ..., x" and c(t) that for x,, ..., x"_x, then/0 C(t)dt < 1 + Soc(t)dt.
If sn > 1 this is clear: x" must be deleted (no matter what the value of t) and thus C(t) = l/x" + c(l) < 1 + c(t) (since c(t) decreases with increasing t).
If xn < 1, estimate C on two intervals for t < xn, C(t) = l/x" + c(l) < l/x" + c(l -(xn -t));
(the equality because xn must be deleted, and the inequality because c(t) decreased, for t > x", C(t) < c(t -xn) (the inequality because we only consider the possibility of not deleting xn; one might improve by deleting it).
Combining the two estimates we conclude f ' C(t)dt < ['" -J-+ c(l -(x" -t))dt+C c(t -x")dt; 
